
DEO Minutes April 5, 2011 

 

Present: Janet Abbott, Edith Benkov, Aaron Bruce, Nola Butler-Byrd, Beth Chung, Kevin 

Delgado (minute taker), Anne Donadey (chair), David Engstrom, Gloria Rhodes, Eric 

Rivera, Maria Senour, Emilio Ulloa. 

 

I – Announcements Aaron: upcoming workshop on veterans April 19 at 2:00 p.m.; 

diversity awards May 11 at 4:30 p.m. 

 

II – Elections: Emilio Ulloa & Nola Butler-Byrd unanimously reelected to another 3-year 

term; Nola unanimously elected as next year’s DEO chair. 

 

III – DEO Annual Report approved unanimously. 

 

IV – Annual Report on Faculty Diversity  

Data presented by Edith Benkov. 

Some data skewed by low numbers of hires for bad budget years; should be an influx of 

hires next year. We have lost a lot of faculty, so even with this hiring surge the university 

might still have a net loss in terms of position totals. Gender trending more towards 

equality, Asian hires as well (7-13%), slower but positive trends in ethnic diversity. 

Discussion about hiring and retention practices, how to solicit and retain diverse faculty; 

suggestions and examples offered by Emilio, Gloria, and Maria, who discussed using 

cultural competence as an element of hiring. 

 

V – Ethan Singer arrived to discuss mandatory early start program. We had discussed 

program at last meeting and reviewed data provided by Sandra. Singer: before discussing 

early start piece, wanted to discuss elements of diversity. For 09-10 year there were new 

reporting guidelines. Data is Federal (first question CSU mentor) vs. self-identification 

(later in CSU questionnaire). What happens when a student identifies as Hispanic and 

then also defines as another ethnicity later in questionnaire? Hispanic + White = multiple 

ethnicity. Hispanic + African American = Hispanic (Federal data). CSU question 

regarding what student would select if they had to identify in one category (results in 

large data shifts). We always have been looking at the second set of numbers, really have 

to go behind numbers because of shifting. Everything prior to 2009 was based on second 

column of self identification. 

 

Discussion of data regarding First-time Freshman students of color, overall 

undergraduate students of color. 

 

Data shows very high jumps in proficiency accomplishment for students in MESP. 

Besides the proficiencies, students also gain comfort level with campus and acclimated to 

campus, environment, better able to adjust to first semester. Singer reports that English 

100 grades for MESP groups show a real effectiveness. In third year, it seems to be an 

accepted program, high schools are familiar with it, there is less stigma attached to it, it is 

more a known entity.  

 



Students required to enroll in six units; if they don’t need math and English, they can 

enroll in a GE course so that they are eligible for financial aid or working on degree 

requirements. 

 

Janet asks about how MESP information is communicated; is there a website, for 

example? Singer: no website (could use one); letters, counselors, orientation. Discussion.  

 

VI – Roger Dunn met with us to discuss the Imperial Valley campus Freshman Scholars 

Program for Freshmen and Sophomores, capped at 50 students per year. History of 

program, its cancelation, reintroduction through Senate process and approved by 

Chancellor with condition the program would be reviewed after five years. Community 

need is great. IV is only two hours away, but students in valley feel very remote from 

access to four-year institutions (10% of eligible HS seniors go to four-year institutions). 

Some cannot leave the valley either for financial or familiar reasons. Program was 

reviewed in Spring 2010 and program retention rate is 93%. Writing skills on WPA 

junior level tests fare very well. Program is very effective. Program has transformed 

campus with more freshmen, freshmen leaders, high-impact activities that foster retention 

and richer student life, more of a learning community (well defined cohort and 

community element). 

 

Maria: why cut successful program? Is it the expense? Roger: not that expensive. Dean 

thinks it is too expensive, but Roger states program generates income or at the least when 

adding up all labor breaks even. In online article President Weber states that cost is not a 

factor in decision regarding the program.   

 

Concern about how new proposal mirrors dual-admit program that was tried on SD 

campus and shown to be ineffective. Why is a successful program being identified for 

termination and replaced with a program that did not show effectiveness on main 

campus? Difficulty with IV being designated as an upper division campus only; program 

makes it a four-year university; perhaps there is concern about “mission creep” implied in 

four-year programs. Some at SDSU may feel burned by CSUSM beginning as a two-year 

institution and then transformed into a four-year competing CSU. 

 

Confusion and questions regarding motivation for terminating or transforming a 

successful program.  

 

Issue of Senate not having jurisdiction over pilot programs. No budget available for new 

program. Committee will request to see budget and program details and ask for a 

rationale for termination of the FSP. 

  

79% of students women, 85% Latino. High impact in terms of diversity. 


